A set of 43 337 splice junction pairs was extracted from mammalian GenBank annotated genes. Expressed sequence tag (EST) sequences support 22 489 of them. Of these, 98.71% contain canonical dinucleotides GT and AG for donor and acceptor sites, respectively; 0.56% hold non-canonical GC-AG splice site pairs; and the remaining 0.73% occurs in a lot of small groups (with a maximum size of 0.05%). Studying these groups we observe that many of them contain splicing dinucleotides shifted from the annotated splice junction by one position. After close examination of such cases we present a new classification consisting of only eight observed types of splice site pairs (out of 256 a priori possible combinations). EST alignments allow us to verify the exonic part of the splice sites, but many non-canonical cases may be due to intron sequencing errors. This idea is given substantial support when we compare the sequences of human genes having non-canonical splice sites deposited in GenBank by high throughput genome sequencing projects (HTG). A high proportion (156 out of 171) of the human non-canonical and EST-supported splice site sequences had a clear match in the human HTG. They can be classified after corrections as: 79 GC-AG pairs (of which one was an error that corrected to GC-AG), 61 errors that were corrected to GT-AG canonical pairs, six AT-AC pairs (of which two were errors that corrected to AT-AC), one case was produced from non-existent intron, seven cases were found in HTG that were deposited to GenBank and finally there were only two cases left of supported non-canonical splice sites. If we assume that approximately the same situation is true for the whole set of annotated mammalian non-canonical splice sites, then the 99.24% of splice site pairs should be GT-AG, 0.69% GC-AG, 0.05% AT-AC and finally only 0.02% could consist of other types of non-canonical splice sites. We analyze several characteristics of EST-verified splice sites and build weight matrices for the major groups, which can be incorporated into gene prediction programs. We also present a set of EST-verified canonical splice sites larger by two orders of magnitude than the current one (22 199 entries versus~600) and finally, a set of 290 EST-supported non-canonical splice sites. Both sets should be significant for future investigations of the splicing mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Ever since the discovery of split genes it has been observed that practically all introns contain two highly conserved dinucleotides. The donor splice site has GT exactly after the point where the cell cut 5′-end of intron sequences and the acceptor site has AG exactly before the point where the cell cut 3′-end of intron sequences (1, 2) . With the accumulation of gene sequence data, Mount (3) concluded that this GT-AG rule was always obeyed. However, several cases of splice sites with GC-AG, GG-AG, GT-TG, GT-CG or CT-AG dinucleotides at the splice junctions were observed (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Some of these noncanonical splice sites seemed to be involved in immunoglobulin gene expression and the others in alternative splicing events (6, 9) .
More recently, a new type of splice pair, the AT-AC, was discovered. It is processed by related, but different, splicing machinery (5, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . Introns flanked by the canonical GT-AG pairs are excised from pre-mRNA by the spliceosome including U1, U2, U4/U6 and U5 snRNPs (19) . AT-AC introns are excised by a novel type of spliceosome composed of snRNPs U11, U12, U4atac/U6atac and U5 (20) (21) (22) (23) . Burge et al. (24) describe a method to classify splice sites based on the spliceosome machinery involved in their processing and suggest that such splice pairs as AT-AG or AT-AA could represent a transitional state between two splicing systems. However, no systematic analysis of all types of non-canonical splice sites has been carried out.
A draft sequence of the human genome was placed in the public domain recently. However, we lack experimentally acquired knowledge about many genes encoded in this sequence. Therefore the value of the high throughput genomic sequence (HTG) information for the biomedical community will strongly depend on availability of computationally predicted gene candidates. The accuracy of computational gene identification in eukaryotic sequences strongly depends on the splice site models included in the algorithms. Currently, all gene prediction programs generate exon candidates using splice sites with conservative GT and AG dinucleotides. However, ∼3.7% of annotated splice sites do not follow this rule and we need to investigate their properties and incorporate this knowledge into gene finding approaches to ensure more accurate genome annotation.
The main goal of this paper is to extract annotated examples of splice sites from the genomic databases and produce an error-free data set of expressed sequence tag (EST)-supported splice pairs. Next, we investigate characteristics of major groups, generate recognition weight matrices or consensus sequences and analyze possible splicing mechanisms based on conserved regions of non-canonical splice sites.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
There are several problems in getting verified information about eukaryotic gene structures from nucleotide sequence databases, such as GenBank or EMBL (25, 26) . A particular gene could be described in several different entries. For example, information on Pace4 gene is presented in 17 separate entries that include annotation of uninterrupted sequence regions containing exons and partially sequenced introns. Another problem appears due to annotation errors. It is especially crucial to analyze non-canonical splice sites, because careful checking of 50 such examples revealed 21 cases of clear EMBL annotation errors (27) . Therefore, we need to develop a strategy to verify the information presented in the databases.
The problem of selecting all structural information for a given gene from many GenBank entries was solved by the InfoGene database (28) , which contains a description of any known gene (positions of exons, introns and alternatively spliced variants) in one entry. We extracted 43 337 pairs of exon-intron boundaries and their sequences from this database covering practically all annotated genes in mammalian genomic sequences.
ESTs are small pieces of mRNA normally of <700 nucleotides and obtained after only one round of sequencing. In principle, the sequences should be obtained only from cytoplasmic extracts, but sometimes they include unprocessed or partially processed transcripts, which could be exported to cytoplasm or produced due to contamination from nuclear RNAs.
To verify extracted splice sites we used alignment of these sequences with known mammalian ESTs (29) . In recent years the EST database has grown very significantly and many genes have at least partial information about their expressed regions. Verification of splice sites by ESTs was used earlier in the work of Thanaraj (30) , who produced a set of approximately 600 EST-supported canonical splice sites.
We applied EST verification to all pairs of donor and acceptor splice sites including alternative splice variants annotated in the InfoGene database. For each pair we extracted two sequence regions. The first one is 82 nt long sequence around the annotated donor site (40 nt of exon and 42 nt of intron sequence). The conserved dinucleotides of the donor site are exactly centered, with 40 nt on every side. The second 82 nt fragment is the sequence around the acceptor site (42 bp of intron: 2 bp of conserved acceptor dinucleotide and 40 bp of exon sequence).
We will refer to the position typically occupied by GT in donor and by AG in acceptor sites as splice dinucleotides. We also define the exon part of the donor site sequence as exonL (left) and the exon part of acceptor site sequence as exonR (right). We generated a joined sequence for every splice pair combining exonL and the exonR sequences and as a result producing the same sequence as the splicing machinery generated by removing the intron region. We define such 'spliced' sequences of 80 bp (40 bp of exonL and 40 bp of exonR) as spliced constructs (Fig. 1a) .
One of our goals was to test whether splice constructs generated from GenBank annotations are actually produced by splicing machinery or whether they are the products of incorrect database annotations. The EST sequence identity with the sequence of splice construct is a good indicator of authenticity of the annotated splice site; especially since the EST data were received independently from the corresponding genomic sequences.
To compare all splice constructs with known EST sequences we obtained an EST data file from NCBI (ftp://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ blast/db/est.z on August 13, 1999) and ran the blastall program (Version 2.0.9) with the options: 'blastall -p blastn -d est -b 30000 -v 30000 -e 0.01' (31) .
As a result, a list of similar ESTs for every spliced construct was generated. Every reported EST can be classified depending on quality and type of observed alignment (Fig. 1b) . D-end (donor end coverage): EST partially or totally covers the exonL, but extends in exonR <10 bp (i.e. alignment from 1 to <50 bp of splicing construct). A-end (acceptor end coverage): EST partially or totally covers the exonR, but extends in exonL <10 bp (i.e. alignment from >30 to 80 bp of splicing construct). B-ends (both ends and at least 20 bp match): EST covers (with maximum one substitution) at least the region of 10 bp upstream and downstream from the splice junction (i.e. alignment from 30 to 50 bp of splicing construct) and might be extended in both directions. Error (both ends coverage, error in splice junction): EST has mismatches or gaps in the region of 10 bp upstream or downstream from the splice junction (i.e. alignment from 30 to 50 bp of splicing construct).
When all EST alignments have been classified, every spliced pair can be classified depending on the list of EST alignments with the corresponding splice construct. The examples classified as B-ends, but supported by EST alignments with low conservation (identity is <95%) in 20 bp for every side of splice junction (i.e. from 20 to 60 bp of the splicing construct) were reclassified as unsupported. All other B-ends spliced constructs were considered as supported by ESTs.
In principle, all EST-supported spliced constructs that we obtained after this step should be real, if we assume no errors in considered EST fragments. But this does not imply always that exactly the annotated splice junction is used in splicing. In some cases for non-canonical pairs we can move the annotated position of the splice junction one or more positions upstream or downstream without producing changes in the final splicing construct and encoding the same protein sequence as the annotated one. When such an operation generates a canonical splice site we can consider it as an additional supported splice junction. But we cannot determine which one is real, the generated or annotated. For example, the Telethonin gene has only one intron annotated in positions 639-885. This junction is completely supported by ESTs, but the annotated splice sites are GG-CA. Analyzing the sequence carefully we found the above-mentioned situation with occurrence of canonical splice pair GT-AG moving the splice junction one position downstream (Fig. 2a) . Taking into account that the non-canonical splice junctions occur very rarely, we can suspect that the canonical splice sites are very likely to be the real ones. This observation indicates that ESTs can support an annotated splice junction, but the real junction position can be different. In general, we can think about the possibility of other ESTs crossing the junction, but supporting another splice pair. Again, for such cases we cannot define which one is real. We decided to apply a general approach, generating for every intron pair all possible canonical junctions near the annotated one, in a distance of 10 bp upstream and downstream. We also checked if any of the obtained spliced constructs could be supported by ESTs. We excluded any ambiguous cases from further consideration. In FUS gene (Fig. 2b) we have found that we cannot select which one is the correct pair, exactly what was postulated above.
For canonical spliced constructs we applied the same type of analysis. If any annotated canonical junction is supported by ESTs, but we can find another canonical junction also supported by ESTs, then we discard this ambiguous entry because we cannot know which junction is real. The final splice site groups are not only supported by ESTs, but all other possible canonical splice sites near annotated junctions are not supported by ESTs.
RESULTS
We started with 43 337 pairs of donor and acceptor splice sites (splice pairs) from InfoGene database (28) . Of these, 1177 are annotated as non-canonical donor sites (2.72%), 993 are annotated as non-canonical acceptor sites (2.29%) and 41 722 (96.27%) contain the canonical splice site pair GT-AG (Table 1) . From all splice pairs we generated a table with all possible dinucleotides used in conservative splicing positions and considered the distribution of splice sites among the different groups. The distribution is presented in Table 2 (first number in each cell). Each number in the table shows the absolute number of annotated non-canonical splice pairs (splice pairs with noncanonical conserved dinucleotides in donor or acceptor sites or in both). The last row and column shows the sum for every previous row and column, respectively, to see if some value in a particular line is abnormally high. This table is based on GenBank Release 112. A non-random clustering of 1615 noncanonical splice sites can be clearly seen. Several groups have more than 50 examples and one group contains 245 cases.
Analysis and correction of EST-supported splice junctions
We continue our investigation only for EST-supported sequences, taking into account a significant amount of errors observed in annotated non-canonical splice sites sequences (see Materials and Methods). After analysis of alignments with EST sequences, we found 441 pairs supported by ESTs (27.31%). Interestingly, this percentage is significantly higher for canonical splice pairs. There were 22 374 canonical pairs supported by ESTs (53.63%). Based on these figures at least half the annotated non-canonical sites should be annotation errors, as was shown in some previous works (5, 27) . The distribution of EST-supported non-canonical splice sites is presented in Table 2 (second number in each cell). We immediately observe that for a group like GC-AG we have ∼50% of EST-supported examples. However, for GT-CA the number is 13 of 66 cases. Probably, groups mostly including true non-canonical pairs (as GC-AG) will have the proportion of EST-supported examples close to the proportion of ESTsupported canonical pairs and the groups with a lot of annotation errors will have this value significantly lower (as in GT-TC 26:2; GT-GA 19:1).
The splice pairs, having undetermined position for splice junction (see Materials and Methods; Fig. 2 ), may be produced by annotation errors or they may produce alternative splicing variants using several EST-supported splice junctions. Due to such ambiguity we have removed 151 non-canonical pairs from our set of analyzed sequences. The distribution of remaining splice pairs among the different groups of conservative dinucleotides is presented in Table 2 (bottom number in each cell). Removing sequences with potential annotation errors in noncanonical EST-supported splice junctions, 290 out of 1615 original pairs remained (17.96%). We call these splice pairs EST-verified.
When we apply the same correction procedure to canonical splice sites, we remove only 175 pairs, where the annotated splice junction positions are ambiguous and could be wrong. Thus, 22 374 out of 41 722 original canonical pairs are supported by ESTs (53.63%) and 22 199 (53.21%) are supported by ESTs after removing those having ambiguous position of splice junctions. Interestingly, this ambiguity is observed for only 0.78% of canonical EST-supported examples, in contrast to the 34% of non-canonical sites. This probably reflects the high error level inside the non-canonical group.
Finally, we are left with 290 non-canonical EST-verified splice pairs per 22 199 EST-verified canonical splice pairs. The proportion of verified canonical splice pairs (98.71%) and non-canonical splice pairs (1.29%) should be closer to the real figures and differ significantly from those found in the original GenBank data (96.27% and 3.73%, respectively).
The 22 199 of verified canonical splice pairs we have deposited to a database (SpliceDB) at http://genomic.sanger.ac.uk . This database contains significantly more verified splice site sequences than the thoroughly investigated set collected earlier (∼600 examples) by Thanaraj (30) . Our set of 290 EST-verified non-canonical pairs can be used in investigations to verify the reality of these sites, as well as to understand further the splicing machinery. In the SpliceDB description we include the GenBank accession number, intron number, positions of donor and acceptor splice junctions in the InfoGene sequence, sequence around splice sites, type of splice site in the classification presented in this paper as well as the information about EST used to support the splice pair.
Grouping of non-canonical splice pairs
About half (43.45%) of all EST-supported non-canonical splice pairs belong to the GC-AG group (126 members). The next biggest non-canonical group GG-AG is significantly smaller (11) . There are many other groups in the same size range, including those processed by the special splicing machinery, the AT-AC group.
The canonical splice sites demonstrate well-defined conserved positions additional to the conserved dinucleotides GT-AG with donor site consensus: AG|GTRAGT and acceptor site consensus: YYTTYYYYYYNCAG|G (32) . For the much smaller AT-AC group different conserved positions are found: |ATATCCTTT for donor site and YAC| for acceptor site (20, 33, 34) . These differences reflect some specific interactions with the components of splicing machineries and they can be used to judge if a particular splice site group belongs to the GT-AG or AT-AC splice system.
Examining the sequences of each small group, we find an intriguing feature. In many splice pairs having non-canonical dinucleotides we observe that the canonical splice site conserved dinucleotide has been shifted by one base from the annotated splice junction. For example, in the GG-AG group we can see a typical sequence (underlined): AG|(G)GTAAGT, which is very similar to the canonical consensus, but with a G (in parentheses) inserted between the exonic consensus and the intronic consensus parts (compared with the canonical consensus: AG|GTRAGT).
The approach taken is to analyze the instances of standard dinucleotides upstream or downstream of splice junction in each verified non-canonical splice site group with more than three representatives (17 non-canonical groups). For example, doing this for 11 verified GG-AG pairs we observed that nine pairs have shifted canonical donor splice site (GT dinucleotides), one major non-canonical site with GC dinucleotide and one GA-AG case (Fig. 3) .
Such 'shifted' cases were found in 10 out of 17 non-canonical groups. Notably, all but two cases (discussed below) can be reclassified as belonging to one of seven non-shifted groups or to the canonical pairs [when a standard dinucleotide shifted by one base from the annotated splice junction is taking place (Fig. 4a) ]. This grouping makes no apparent biological sense, but it restricts the non-canonical splice groups to eight possible types, producing a rather symmetrical classification (Fig. 4b) . In the first exception example (of two unclassified cases) we observe the annotated genomic junction ACC|ctgc…ggag|CTG. In ESTs supporting this junction we found ACG|CTG, i.e. a substitution in the last donor exonic nucleotide. Checking donor -1 position allowed us to recover a GC-AG pair. The second exception presents EST supported splice junction that is annotated as TGG|gggt…ttca|GCT. However, the same EST will equally support TGGG|ggt…ttcag|CT, also, which contains shifted canonical pair: TGGG(G)|gt…ttcag|CT. 
Applying HTG sequences for verification of non-canonical splice pairs
The most likely explanation of shifted canonical dinucleotides near the non-canonical splice sites is sequence annotation errors, as someone inserted/deleted one additional nucleotide, that is actually absent/present in real genomic sequence. EST alignments allow us to verify the position of splice junction and the sequence in exons, but we have no additional information for the intron sequence, in which splicing conserved dinucleotides are localized. To check sequences in intronic regions we need an independent source of genomic information. To address this question we decided to compare our EST-verified non-canonical pairs with HTG sequences. From the GenBank sequence server (ftp://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ genbank/ ) we have retrieved the file with human sequences and studied all HTG-supported human non-canonical splice pairs. For every human EST-verified splice pair (171 entries) we prepared two sequences, a 40 bp sequence upstream and a 40 bp sequence downstream of donor site dinucleotides and the same was done for acceptor sites. The HTG sequences were converted to a BLAST database. Aligning selected non-canonical donor and acceptor sequences that allowed us to recover all human splicing pairs present in GenBank and high throughput human sequences simultaneously; 156 cases were found (interestingly 91% of human sequences had matches in HTG). A summary of this analysis is presented in Figure 5 .
The results show that practically all human EST-supported GC-AG cases were supported by the HTG matches (78 of 79 cases) and additionally we recovered one GC-AG case from an error in the annotated splice site. We found 53 other errors that damage canonical splice pairs. One type of error includes cases in which intronic GenBank sequences are completely absent in the corresponding HTG sequences. Other cases had intronic GenBank sequences with small gaps or substitutions in exonic and intronic parts. Two non-canonical sites (from the same entry) were annotated incorrectly in the forward DNA chain. Analyzing the bibliography information cited in GenBank (35, 36) we found that they actually occur in the reverse chain and both sites are canonical. Additionally, we found six cases of annotated pseudogenes that will be studied in detail below. We identified six AT-AC pairs (four pairs were correctly annotated in the original non-canonical set and two were recovered from errors; Fig. 5 ). Beside that, one case was annotated as intron, but in HTG the exonic parts were continuous. Seven cases of HTG were identical to GenBank sequences and, for this reason, excluded from the analysis.
Finally, we obtained only two non-canonical pairs that were supported by EST and HTG sequences. The first one (U01337) . In donor sites (exactly after the cut point) a GG pair is always found. To decide to which type of splicing pair we should assign these noncanonical examples we checked all closely located standard dinucleotides. They are found shifted by 1 nucleotide downstream. We reclassify the presented splice pairs as nine canonical GT-AG, one GC-AG and one GA-AG site.
has a GT-GG pair and is annotated with a description of cDNA for this gene (37) . The second pair (AF109620) has a TT-AG pair and comes from an entry with partially sequenced introns. There is no bibliographic reference for this example (direct submission).
We have commented above that six cases resemble pseudogene sequences (Fig. 5b) . For each of these pairs several HTGs (with different locations in genome) were identified, when we compared the GenBank sequence with the HTG set. One HTG sequence had a non-canonical pair (the same as the GenBank sequence) in the corresponding position, but another had a canonical pair. To define which genomic sequence corresponds to the functional gene we investigated differences in exonic parts of these sequences close to splice junction. We assumed that only functional (i.e. expressed) genomic sequence should coincide perfectly with the ESTs in these positions. Comparing two HTG sequences highly homologous to the annotated noncanonical D87002 splice pair, we found that all ESTs (more than five) support the substitution from A to G (upstream the donor site), which occurs only in HTG sequence with canonical splice pair. In the X14615 splice pair we found a similar situation, a substitution from T to C downstream of the acceptor site. U41163 example is also very similar, it has two pseudogene sequences and the functional has the shifted donor splice junction by one position (relative to the GenBank report). In this case the canonical site is EST-supported having the substitution G to C downstream of the acceptor site. The X72812 case is practically the same as X02725, differing in only one substitution located 34 bp upstream of the donor site, so in the region of splice junction these examples are the same, and both of them are annotated as immunoglobulin kappa light chain variable region. This is an interesting case of pseudogene, because we can see at least three different copies in HTG. Based on the differences in exonic parts with respect to ESTs, we can detect which copy is functional. Fortunately, we have more than five ESTs supporting two changes compared with the annotated GenBank sequence. The first one is a substitution (A to G) 9 bp downstream of the acceptor junction. The second is two substitutions downstream of the acceptor site (Fig. 5b) . It should be noted that one of the pseudogenes maintains a conserved canonical splice site pair. Finally, the strangest example of pseudogenes appearing in this study is M71243. We recovered four different fragments from HTG having more than five ESTs supporting the junction. We observed that in all four HTG cases there are substitutions in the same positions in ESTs (upstream donor in 2, 7 and 10; and downstream acceptor in 7 and 10). They are not present completely in any HTG fragment, so in principle we should consider all four as possible pseudogenes. Probably the gene with the functional splice pair has not been cloned yet. Two out of four of these sequences contain canonical splice pairs, so we can consider (as for X72812) that observed pseudogenes are supporting a canonical pair. 
Estimation of frequency of non-canonical splice sites
If we assume that approximately the same situation is true for the whole set of annotated mammalian non-canonical splice sites, then we could compute expected frequencies of every possible splice pair. Before further calculations are carried out, we should subtract seven HTG sequences included in GenBank and the case of no-intron sequence from 156 supported by HTG human sequences. Thus, the number of verified examples is 148, representing 51% of the total non-canonical EST-supported sequences. We should take this into account when extrapolating the results to the whole set of mammalian non-canonical splice pairs.
Following this procedure we obtained 79 out of 148 human GC-AG pairs supported by HTG sequences. Extrapolating this to the whole set of non-canonical splice sites (290 cases) we predict 155 GC-AG pairs. That number is similar to the real number of observed cases (126). The proportion of GC-AG in respect to the total splice site pairs (155/22 489 × 100) is 0.69%. Using the same procedure with 61 recovered standard pairs we estimate their number among the annotated noncanonical pairs as 119 cases. The percent of standard GT-AG pairs [(22 199 + 119)/22 489 × 100] is 99.24%. Calculating the same for six AT-AC pairs we extrapolate 12 cases and the general frequency should be 0.05%. Finally, the two non-canonical splice pairs can be extrapolated to four cases and will account for the rest of 0.02%. Although these estimates are rather crude, they are more likely reflecting the real situation than the numbers of non-canonical splice sites received from GenBank annotated data.
For GT-AG and for GC-AG populated splice pairs we now build donor and acceptor splice site weight matrices that can be used in gene prediction programs ( Table 3 ). The donor and acceptor matrices for GT-AG pairs are very similar to the matrices constructed earlier on much smaller data sets (32) . This is consistent with the growing number of known splice sites.
The GC-AG splice group has several interesting features. The first is its relatively high frequency (0.56% of all EST-supported splicing pairs belong to this type and 0.69% is the final estimated frequency of this group). It means that, on average in any 200 donor splice sites, one should be GC. For the first time we have obtained the weight (or frequency) matrix for this type of splice site (Table 3) . It can be seen that this matrix shows a significantly higher degree of conservation in relation to the canonical donor matrix. This observation is in agreement with earlier investigations of GC donor sites consensus sequence (5) . It provides the possibility to implement this information in gene prediction programs without generating many false positive predictions. Note that the characteristics of acceptor For the AT-AC pair we have constructed donor and acceptor site consensus sequences very similar to ones described before (20) . In the acceptor sites, a slight bias to C or T upstream of the junction point (resembling the poly-C/T tract typical for canonical splice sites) was observed. In addition, all AT-AC human EST and HTG supported cases had consensus specific to AT-AC pairs described above, but we cannot identify any case of AT-AC with GT-AG consensus properties, noticed in the early works (24) . However, the number of verified examples here is very small to draw the conclusion.
Despite the observations that most annotated non-canonical splice sites (excluding the above-mentioned three groups) are likely to have emerged from sequencing errors, we present sequences near each case of six non-canonical splice pairs, which do not contain shifted standard conserved dinucleotides (Fig. 6) . A close look at these examples shows that the sequence composition around AT-AG, GA-AG, GT-AC, GT-CG and GT-TG is very similar to that observed for canonical pairs, but with a significantly lower level of conservation.
DISCUSSION
Genomic information is growing faster every day, but unfortunately the proportion of experimentally confirmed data is decreasing, which in turn raises the complexity of extraction of useful information. InfoGene database (28) provides us with one of the most complete gene centered genomic databases, with practically all coherent information that can be obtained from the GenBank feature tables. We can retrieve the necessary information without looking at many GenBank entries, where the information about a particular gene might be stored. From InfoGene we have obtained practically all splice site pairs that can be extracted automatically for all mammals. The important step in subsequent analysis is the verification of these pairs using ESTs and correction of possible annotation errors.
Splice junctions verification by EST sequences (30) is a good procedure to check the accuracy of annotation, but as was observed in our work, is insufficient. A disadvantage of this approach is the absence of additional information about intron sequences as well as the high error rate in EST sequences. This motivated us to add another method to verify annotations based on comparisons between GenBank annotated genes and HTGs. In many cases HTGs provide independent sources of information. This approach could be applied as long as genome projects produce more new sequences.
GC-AG pairs were noticed as splice pair variant relatively early, but their frequency in respect to canonical pairs was not known and their characteristics were only studied for a very small set of mixed cases [26 cases, from soybean to human, (5)]. Here we characterized the properties of these pairs for mammals using a clean data set of 126 examples. GC-AG pairs could be taken into account in gene prediction programs, because while the proportion of total GC dinucleotides in respect to GC in splice sites is bigger than for GT dinucleotides, the conservation level of this donor site is higher. Therefore, gene finding approaches using standard GT-AG splice sites can potentially predict accurately ∼97% of genes (assuming four exons per gene). Including GC-AG introns can increase this value to 99%.
After HTG verification practically all human non-canonical splice sites were reclassified as GT-AG, GC-AG and AT-AC, except two cases (GT-GG and TT-AG). In principle, all of these sites are supported by available sequences. However, the reference paper for U01337 is old, includes only cDNA characterization and contains no information about the genomic sequence. There is no reference at all to non-canonical pair from AF109620.
There is a possibility that HTG-supported non-canonical splice junctions actually belong to the annotated pseudogenes and the functional genes were not sequenced yet. Also, a very similar gene can produce an EST cross-supporting this junction or the error may appear due to incorrect EST sequencing (see the AF109620 example). There is only one EST supporting the AF109620 junction (Fig. 5c) , and by deleting a 'g' in the donor or acceptor junction we can recover a GT-AG pair. It will be very interesting to investigate experimentally if there are annotation errors in these splice pairs. If these cases resolve, GT-AG, GC-AG and AT-AC remain as the only possible splice pairs.
Shapiro and Senapathy (6) reported one GG-AG and three CT-AG pairs in homologous genes. Applying our classification, we found the GG-AG case among EST-supported non-canonical pairs, but it could not be verified using human HTG because it is a mouse gene. For three CT-AG pairs we also recovered the mouse gene and they were unsupported by EST sequences.
Jackson (5) reported two GT-CG pairs for Drosophila genes and two GT-TG pairs for the same gene (GS alpha) of Drosophila and human. He indicates that all these genes are involved in alternative splicing. We found that the human GS alpha gene was classified in our set as ambiguous and removed from the investigated group. A closer examination of this case shows that a canonical splice site is clearly supported by ESTs and 3 nucleotides upstream was the annotated non-canonical splice site, also clearly supported by ESTs. This case was of particular interest because it falls in our discarded set of canonical and non-canonical splice sites, with ambiguous positions of splice junctions. Examining this group we found some examples of putative alternative positions of splice junctions at a very close distance (data not shown). At least one of these sites was canonical and both were supported by ESTs. It has been observed that mutations in position +5 of some donor sites produce less efficiency in splice cut specification and generate some other close cut points in addition to normal ones (39, 40) . Analysis of sequence characteristics around this alternative cut shows that they have no properties of cryptic splice sites, indicating that these alternative cut points are probably used as a consequence of such mutation and not as a consequence of the cryptic splice sites. Therefore, it can be postulated that in some circumstances the splicing process uses a canonical pair for the site recognition and in addition to the normal junction it can cut in close 'parasitic' sites, without splicing properties per se. It is interesting to note that these splice junctions tend to be in the same reading frame (data not shown). It seems that the additional cut position is tolerated if at least the coding frame is maintained. Although this kind of alternative splicing will generate very similar proteins, it could be a mechanism to introduce some variability into the system.
We have obtained eight classes of EST-supported splice pairs. Applying HTG on a small subset of these sites, only the GT-AG, GC-AG and AT-AC pairs were verified, except two cases, which could also be some kind of unspecified errors.
In some examples in Jackson's paper (5) and in our own data, we often observe alternative splicing variants, where some unusual non-canonical splice sites are located very close to a canonical one. It is possible that the only GT-AG, GC-AG and AT-AC pairs can recruit the splicing machinery effectively and the other non-canonical pairs could function exclusively in association with a canonical pair, which shares its properties with the neighbour, as some kind of parasitic splice sites. To verify this hypothesis we should additionally investigate EST-supported alternative splicing sites observed at a close distance.
